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Welcome Letter
Dear Customer,
Thank you for your interest in BrightSpec’s Molecular Rotational Resonance (MRR)
spectrometers. At BrightSpec’s we are committed to delivering world class
performance with all of our instrumentation.
Recent developments have transformed the field of microwave spectroscopy in
terms of both speed and sensitivity. The chirped-pulse Fourier transform is the
enabling technology at the heart of MRR, allowing us to deliver you the most incisive
tool available for the structural determination of gas-phase molecules.
We are happy to provide this synopsis of data acquired on BrightSpec’s MRR
microwave line of instruments. Please contact our team to learn how we can
integrate this technology into your lab.

Christopher J Thompson, Ph.D.
Director
BrightSpec, Inc.
Charlottesville, Virginia
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Direct In-Process Enantiopurity
Monitoring Using MRR
OVERVIEW

for producing or purchasing enantiopure
standards – BrightSpec’s chiral tagging
method enables direct quantitation of each
enantiomer in a mixture. Furthermore, chiral
and achiral, i.e. optical and chemical purity
analyses, can be performed in one
measurement.

Chiral purity of pharmaceutical, natural,
and other consumer products is important for
their effectiveness and safety. This is because
the enantiomers may have different
physiological activity, as their metabolic
pathways within chiral biological systems
may differ dramatically. As such, monitoring
and controlling the chirality or enantiopurity
during all stages of product manufacturing is
a highly important task. However, most
enantioselective techniques are not readily
applicable for online monitoring as they are
either too slow or laborious for routine online
monitoring. In addition, many methods
require enantiopure standards that can be
expensive or not available. Therefore,
analytical techniques capable of rapid
enantiopurity measurements directly on crude
process mixtures without standards are of
high interest.

MRR ANALYSIS EXAMPLE:
PANTOLACTONE
(R)-pantolactone is an important chiral
intermediate that is used in the synthesis of
(R)-pantothenic acid (vitamin B5) and its
prodrug, (R)-panthenol. At process setting,
the pantolactone enantiopurity is
conventionally monitored using polarimetry. A
major downside of polarimetry is that the
matrix interferences can lead to analysis
errors. As such, time and labor consuming
sample purification is required prior to the
polarimetry analysis, delaying the feedback
and handicapping the process control. In
contrast to polarimetry, MRR is capable of
reliable and fully automated near time
enantiopurity measurements without
enantiopure standards, analyte purification,
or human intervention.

Molecular Rotational Resonance (MRR)
technology can monitor enantiopurity of
individual components in crude process
mixtures directly, without any analyte
purification prior to analysis. There is no need

Figure 1. Left Panel. Broadband MRR spectra of homochiral (blue) and heterochiral (red) complexes between the analyte
(pantolactone) and the low-cost gaseous chiral agent ((R)-propylene oxide). Right Panel. Example of fully automated analysis
performed by a BrightSpec’s targeted isoMRR instrument. The analysis can be executed every ~10 minutes and requires no
enantiopure standards or sample purification.
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Figure 2. Targeted MRR method validation using prepared mixtures of commercial (R)- and (S)-pantolactones.
MRR shows excellent analysis sensitivity, linearity, range, and repeatability.

Chiral Tagging Method

Figure 1 (right panel) demonstrates an
example of quantitative pantolactone
enantiopurity analysis, performed by
IsoMRRTM instrument directly out of the
process mixture. These analyses can be
performed continuously about every 10
minutes and without human intervention.
BrightSpec’s Edgar software is 21 CFR Part
11-compliant and is capable of not only
automated determination of enantiopurity but
also generating process control plots (Figure
1, right panel).

To enable direct quantitation of enantiomers
in crude mixtures without separation and
enantiopure standards, BrightSpec utilizes a
chiral tagging method.1 In this method, a
chiral complexing agent (tag) is introduced
into a carrier gas to form stable weaklybounded complexes with an analyte in a gas
phase. Different enantiomers of an analyte
form different type of complexes with the tag,
that can be readily discriminated and
quantified by MRR to enable a reliable
analyte enantiopurity determination in
minutes (Figure 1). A few low-cost
commercial tags can cover a wide range of
analytes.

Targeted MRR Method Validation
To validate the developed targeted MRR
enantiopurity determination method, we have
purchased commercial (R)- and (S)pantolactone from a major chemical
company and prepared several mixtures of
varying but known enantiopurity. To estimate
the analysis repeatability, we have performed
3 individual measurements of each sample.
As evident from Figure 2, targeted MRR
analysis demonstrates excellent sensitivity,
linearity, range and repeatability that are
comparable or better than those of
conventional stereoselective methods.

Targeted MRR Analysis
BrightSpec’s targeted IsoMRRTM instrument
(Figure 1) can be utilized for in-process
enantiopurity monitoring. This instrument
measures narrow-band rotational spectra
around pre-selected MRR transitions (Figure
1, right panel) and can be directly interfaced
with a process2 to achieve automated
operation and fast sample-to-sample cycle
time. Targeted MRR frequencies to monitor
each enantiomer can be chosen either by
using the BrightSpec spectral library or by
measuring the relevant broadband spectra
(Figure 1, left panel).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
MRR enables fast, reliable, and fully automated in-process chiral purity measurements
without separation, chemometrics, or enantiopure standards. Additional MRR benefits include
the ability to perform chiral and achiral analyses in one run, the ability to easily discriminate
between all types of isomers and isotopologues, and robustness of MRR methods to process
variations due to its interference-free nature. As a result, MRR implementation can likely improve
control of existing chiral processes, accelerate the development of new processes; as well as
contribute to developing of next generation QbD-based quality control strategies to improve
product quality and reduce manufacturing costs.

REFERENCES
1. B.H. Pate, et al. “Quantitative Chiral Analysis by
Molecular Rotational Spectroscopy”, in “Chiral
Analysis: Advances in Spectroscopy,
Chromatography, and Emerging Methods”, 2nd Ed: P.
Polavarapu, Editor; Elsevier, 2018.
2. J.L. Neill et al., “Online Stereochemical Process
Monitoring by Molecular Rotational Resonance
Spectroscopy”, Org. Process Res. Dev., 2019, 23 (5),
pp. 1046-1051.
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High Resolution MRR: Direct
Quantitation of Three Regioisomer
Impurities in a Pharmaceutical Raw
Material in One Measurement
case study, we have demonstrated the
extraordinary resolving power of MRR for
analysis of regioisomer impurities in
fluorinated benzylamines. MRR was not only
able to easily resolve individual contributions
of regioisomer impurities present at trace
level, but also was able to resolve and
quantitate, with equal ease, the trace-level
regioisomer of the main component.

Introduction
Even though regioisomers (also known as
‘positional isomers’) have the same molecular
formula, their specific functional groups are
located at different positions within a parent
molecular structure or chain. This difference
in molecular geometry may significantly
impact both efficiency and safety of a drug
product.¹ Therefore, identification and
quantitation of regioisomer impurities is a
very important task for pharmaceutical
industry at essentially all stages of drug
discovery and production: from raw materials
and intermediates to drug candidates and
final drug products. Yet, this task poses
serious challenges for conventional analytical
techniques including chromatography and
mass spectrometry (MS).

isoMRRTM Instrument
Impurities in complex chemical mixtures can
be identified and quantified using an
isoMRRTM instrument (Figure 1). isoMRR can
analyze volatilizable molecules with molecular
weight of up to ~400 amu. Due to its
extraordinary chemical specificity, isoMRR
can directly resolve and quantitate individual
contributions of structurally similar chemicals
including regioisomers, diastereomers, and
isotopologues without chemical separation or
chemometrics. Enantiomer analysis with
chiral tagging is also possible.

Since regioisomers are MS-equivalent, their
identification and quantitation generally rely
entirely on their chromatographic separation.
The elution properties of the regioisomers
can be similar as well. Therefore, the
development of appropriate analytical
methods to enable reliable identification and
quantitation of the regioisomer impurities at
all stages of pharmaceutical synthesis
workflow is typically a very challenging task
requiring a significant investment. This is
especially true in case of regioisomers of
fluorinated pharmaceuticals that are known
to be tough analytes for chromatography due
to their high polarity.²
In contrast to chromatography, MRR is
intrinsically well suited for quantitative
analysis of highly polar, structurally similar
molecules and is not dependent on the
availability of pure reference materials.³ In this

Figure 1. An isoMRRTM unit capable of quantitative
analysis of impurities in complex chemical mixtures
including regioismers, diastereomers, enantiomers,
and isotopomers. Instrument is equipped with onlinecapable sampling manifold.
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isoMRR’s sampling interface enables either
direct syringe injection or can be connected
to a chemical reactor to enable continuous
near real-time sampling. The typical analysis
cycle time is between 5 and 15 minutes
including the MRR measurements themselves
(seconds to minutes, depending on the
number of analytes and desired detection
limits) and about 5 minutes for automated
sampling lines and chamber purge and
cleaning between measurements.

individual analyte peaks that work best for a
particular analysis.
Targeted MRR Measurements. Once all
analytes of interest are identified and their
analysis peaks selected, the isoMRR
instrument can be run in a highly sensitive,
fast, and online-capable targeted mode. In
this mode, analysis sensitivity for each
analyte can be selectively adjusted
independently from other analytes to optimize
analysis cycle time and detection limits, as
needed.

Method Development and Validation
Preparation of Validation Standards.
Essentially pure 2,4-difluorobenzylamine (2,4DFBA), 2-fluorobenzylamine (2-FBA), 4fluorobenzylamine (4-FBA), and 2,6difluorobenzylamine (2,6-DFBA) have been
purchased from a well-known chemical
vendor. Five validation standards containing
different levels of three impurities in 2,4DFBA have been prepared: 0% (blank 2,4DFBA), 0.05%, 0.2%, 1%, and 5%. All
samples have been injected into isoMRR
instrument ‘as is’ without any further pretreatment.

Table 1 shows basic MRR method validation
parameters for analysis of these three
regioisomer impurities in 2,4-DFBA. Along
with excellent linearity and good repeatability,
it should be emphasized that MRR detection
limits for all these impurities are significantly
below the 0.1% threshold level set by FDA
for characterization of impurities in drug
substances and new drug products.4
Table 1. MRR method linearity, low detection limits,
and repeatability for simultaneous analysis of three
regioisomer impurities in 2,4-DFBA.

Broadband MRR Measurements. A high
signal-to-noise broadband MRR spectrum of
a complex regioisomer mixture can be
collected to enable identification of its
individual constituents using BrightSpec
MRR library followed by the selection of

* Low detection limits (LDL) are estimated from measured detector noise and
MRR response slopes using a formula: LDL = 3 x Detector Noise (blank, n=6,
1σ) / Slope.
** Repeatability is estimated for n=6 independent determinations with MRR
measurement times of 80 seconds per analyte.
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Table 2 Concentrations of three impurities in 2,4difluorobenzylamine (2,4-DFBA) measured by
IsoMRR unit vs their nominal concentrations.

Conclusions
An MRR method that is highly selective and
free of any separation challenges, capable of
reliable discrimination and quantitation of
several regioisomer impurities in 2,4difluorobenzylamine in one measurement,
has been demonstrated for the first time. This
method enables not only analysis of tracelevel impurities that are regioisomers of each
other, but also the unambiguous identification
and direct quantitation of trace-level
regioisomers of the main component present
at concentration levels down to less than
0.1%, with analysis cycle time of between 5
and 15 minutes.

* Above the detection limit but below the quantitation limit
for this analyte.

The top plots of Figure 2 show well isolated
peaks of 2-FBA, 4-FBA, and 2,6-FBA
measured directly in the 2,4-DFBA matrix to
demonstrate MRR selectivity to these
regioisomer impurities. Bottom plots of
Figure 2 demonstrate linearity and
repeatability of MRR response for each of
these three impurities.

The major benefits of MRR implementation
are the significantly improved analysis
throughput, no consumables, and onlinecapability. In addition, MRR can also serve as
an orthogonal method for analysis verification
or certification purpose, or as a fast and
convenient screening tool for identification
and quantitation of unexpected analytes in
complex chemical mixtures including
regioisomers, diastereomers, and
enantiomers. Furthermore, MRR can be
directly utilized for quantitative analysis of
‘hard-to-separate’ chemical mixtures such as
those containing analytes with multiple chiral
centers and/or multiple isomeric impurities.

Results
Analysis of the pure and spiked commercial
2,4-DFBA samples directly demonstrates the
power of targeted MRR for quantitation of
trace-level regioisomer impurities in
fluorinated benzylamines (Table 2). MRR was
able to reliably detect about 0.04 vol% of 4FBA impurity present in the ‘pure’ commercial
2,4-DFBA sample (Table 2, first row). In
addition, MRR analysis confirmed that the
other two impurities, 2-FBA and 2,6-DFBA,
are not present in the commercial sample at
levels above their detection limits (Table 1).

References
1. J.R. Denton et al., J. Chromatogr, 2017, 8
(2), 1000356.
2. C.L. Barhate et al, J. Chromatogr. A, 2015,
1426, 241-247.
3. BrightSpec White Paper, 2018, http://
brightspec.com/wp-content/uploads/
BrightSpec_ChiralAnalysis_WhitePaper_FINA
L.pdf
4. FDA, Guidance for Industry, ‘ANDAs:
Impurities in Drug Substance’, 1999; FDA,
Guidance for Industry, ‘Q3B(R2) Impurities in
New Drug Product, 2006.

As for the spiked samples, there is a good
agreement between the impurity
concentrations measured by MRR and the
nominal concentrations of these impurities in
these samples (Table 2). It should also be
noticed that longer MRR measurements
and/or further method optimization can
significantly improve analysis accuracy.
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Rapid and Direct Site-Specific Deuteration
Monitoring

isotope or deuteration data in minutes, with
little sample required, and with just one
measurement. There is no need for creating
or purchasing deuterated standards – just
one fully protonated or any other available
isotopologue standard will do the job.
Furthermore, no chemical separation, isotope
pattern matching, or chemometrics are
required for MRR analysis.

OVERVIEW
Site-specific deuteration monitoring in
pharmaceutical and chemical substances is a
challenging task for conventional analytical
techniques including mass spectrometry (MS)
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy. For example, MS cannot
distinguish between the deuterated
isotopomers of identical mass; whereas NMR
requires large sample quantities and
complex, time-consuming data analysis
methods.

WHY MRR FOR DEUTERATION OR
ISOTOPE ANALYSIS?
MRR identifies the species or fragments
based on differences in their molecular
rotational moments of inertia, i.e. their
corresponding 3-dimensional mass

BrightSpec’s Molecular Rotational
Resonance (MRR) technology can provide
unambiguous, quantitative, and site-specific

Figure 1. MRR spectra of two isotopomers of identical mass generated by a method demonstrated by Neill et
al.1 Top Spectrum (Black): Drug molecule monodeuterated at its central ring. Bottom Spectrum (Orange): Drug
molecule monodeuterated at its end ring.
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Figure 2. Direct site-specific monitoring of an active pharmaceutical ingredient deuteration reaction progress by
MRR. All 10 possible H/D isotopic species can be monitored in a single measurement, and with just one
reference standard. Please see text for detail.

distributions. As such, MRR brings a much
higher level of sensitivity to isotope analysis
compared to MS. For example, MRR can
easily distinguish not only between the
isotopologues of different masses but also
between the isotopomers of identical mass
(Figure 1).

all ten possible H/D isotopologues to directly
indicate that 8 hours are not enough for the
deuteration reaction to conclude. In contrast,
the sample-3 data confirmed that the
deuteration reaction is essentially complete in
24 hours to yield the 94%-pure final product,
i.e. the tetra-deuterated drug.

MRR ANALYSIS EXAMPLE: DEUTERATION
REACTION PROGRESS MONITORING

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This white paper demonstrates that MRR can
address several major analysis challenges of
deuterated substances, such as availability of
deuterated reference standards and obtaining
reliable site-specific deuteration data rapidly
when there is little sample available.
Furthermore, MRR is online-capable.1 Finally,
MRR’s quantitative analysis methods are
chemometrics-free, making the technique
easy to develop, maintain and transfer. As a
result, the addition of MRR to the CMC
toolbox can not only accelerate the
development of new deuterated
pharmaceuticals but also ease their
manufacture and/or development of the
relevant QbD-based quality control
strategies.

Three real-world deuterated drug candidate
samples were taken out of a pharmaceutical
reactor and analyzed with MRR at different
stages of the deuteration reaction. ‘Sample1’ represents the starting material, i.e. the
unreacted or fully protonated molecule.
Samples 2 and 3 were taken out of the
reactor 8 and 24 hours after the deuteration
reaction start, respectively. The reference
spectra of all H/D species were obtained by
measuring the broadband MRR spectrum of
fully protonated drug followed by the
extraction of the individual spectra of the
remaining isotopologues directly from the
reaction mixture using a method
demonstrated by Neill et al.1 (data not
shown).

REFERENCES
Figure 2 data confirmed that sample-1
(starting material) is an essentially pure
protonated drug. In sample-2, MRR detected

1. J.L. Neill et al., Org. Proc. Res. Dev., ‘Online
Stereochemical Process Monitoring by MRR
Spectroscopy’, 2019, 23 (5), pp. 1046-1051.
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Identification and Quantitation of Hard-toResolve Individual Components in
Mixtures without Chromatography,
Chemometrics, and Reference Standards
ABSTRACT
Accurate identification and quantitation of individual components in chemical mixtures is required to effectively
control industrial chemical reactions. In complex mixtures, including those requiring stereochemical and/or chiral
characterization, multiple analytical techniques are typically required to accomplish this task. In this white paper,
we demonstrate that an emerging MRR technology enables unambiguous ID, stereochemical characterization,
and quantitation of hard to detect and hard to separate individual components in mixtures in just one simple
measurement.
As an example, we demonstrate MRR’s ability to fully characterize crude reaction mixture species present in a
continuous pharmaceutical reactor, in both offline and online regimes. The superior specificity and resolving
power of MRR enables simultaneous quantitative characterization of all components in this mixture, including
their corresponding stereoisomers, without any chromatographic separation or chemometrics. In addition, due to
a direct and unequivocal relationship between the MRR spectral features and structural parameters of a
molecule, it was possible to ID and quantitate all the detected crude reaction mixture constituents without
measuring reference standard spectra for pure chemicals.

INTRODUCTION TO MRR

Demonstrated process and/or lab-based
applications of MRR include but are not
limited to the following:

Molecular Rotational Resonance (MRR)
Spectroscopy is an emerging technology that
is online-capable, information-rich, highly
sensitive, extremely selective, relatively easy
to use and simple to interpret. MRR utilizes
electromagnetic radiation at millimeter or
microwave wavelengths to directly measure
the mass and charge distributions of
molecules.
The ability of MRR spectroscopy to elucidate
3D-geometry of molecules has been known
for decades [1]. However, until recently, data
acquisition times were slow: up to dozens of
hours or even days. Recent engineering
breakthroughs in highspeed digital
electronics combined with innovative
“chirped-pulse” Fourier-transform MRR
approach enabled dramatic sensitivity
improvements [2-7]. The typical measurement
times for commercial MRR instruments are a
minute to a few hours for broadband
measurements, and a few seconds to
minutes for targeted “narrow-band”
measurements.

•

VOC analysis [3, 4]

•

Trace gas analysis: emissions, impurities,
isotopologues [5, 6]

•

Residual solvents [7]

•

Time-resolved chemical reaction
dynamics and kinetics [8]

•

Chirality and/or stereospecificity:
(stereo)isomers, enantiomers and/or
conformers [2, 9-12]

WHY MRR FOR COMPLEX CHEMICAL
MIXTURE ANALYSIS?
As a spectroscopy technique, MRR has
several advantages over chromatography.
These advantages include: fast analysis;
online capability; fast and straightforward
method development; little or no sample
preparation; and essentially no consumables.
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Additional MRR advantages over other
spectroscopic techniques:

All the above mentioned capabilities of
broadband MRR spectroscopy are directly
demonstrated in the “Analysis Example”
section of this white paper to enable
quantitative chemical and/or stereochemical
analysis of individual components of crude
reaction mixture sample that was taken
directly from a continuous pharmaceutical
reactor.

Low Detection Limits for Spectroscopy:
• 0.01 – 50 ppm (sample-dependent)
Unmatched resolving power and chemical
selectivity
• Virtually no overlap or interferences
between spectra of different species. Can
resolve even “hard-to-resolve” or “hardto-separate” individual analytes:
• No chemical separation is needed for
analysis
• Can analyze dozens of analytes at once

MRR MEASUREMENTS
Crude reaction mixture samples with
unknown individual constituents can be
analyzed using a BrightSpec’s ChiralMRR
instrument [12]. As a first step, a high signalto-noise broadband MRR spectrum of a
mixture can be collected to enable ID and/or
assignments of individual mixture
constituents (please see “Analysis Example”).
Once all analytes are identified and their
analysis peaks selected, the instrument can
be run in online-capable targeted mode that
enables analysis times of seconds to
minutes.

High 3D-structural, stereochemical, and
isotopologues specificity
• Sensitive to even subtle changes in mass
and/or charge distributions to resolve:
• Individual (stereo)isomers, conformers,
enantiomers, and/or isotopologues
Information-Rich:
• >100 well resolved bands are typically
available for analysis of each chemical
Easy to ID and Quantitate: NO
CHEMOMETRICS REQUIRED
• Spectral band parameters are
unequivocally related to 3D-structural
parameters of a molecule - easy to ID.
• Intensities of the spectral features are
directly proportional to concentrations easy to quantitate.
• Large number of spectral bands and
extremely high resolving power of MRR
virtually eliminate any potential for
overlap between spectral features of
different analytes - no chemometrics is
required for analysis.
• ID without Measuring Pure Reference
Standards Possible MRR spectral
features are directly and unequivocally
related to structural parameters of a
molecule. Standard quantum chemistry
methods are sufficient to unambiguously
find the matching chemical structure,
without measuring pure reference
standards.

Figure 1. A commercial Broadband MRR
Instrument (BrightSpec, Inc., Charlottesville,
VA).
Samples can be analyzed ‘as is’, without any
preliminary sample preparation. In addition,
an automated multi-stage heating process
can be setup using BrightSpec’s Edgar
software to efficiently remove solvents prior
to analysis and/or measure highly volatile
analytes prior to less volatile analytes, if
desired.
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MRR: An Emerging Tool for Online
Stereoselective Analysis
OVERVIEW

control strategies aligned with Process
Analytical Technology (PAT) and Quality-byDesign (QbD) initiatives.

In-process monitoring of stereoselective
chemical reactions is a challenging task for
conventional analytical techniques.
Spectroscopy-based tools, such as UV-VIS,
NIR, FTIR, Raman, and fluorescence are well
suited for in-process analysis but fail to
provide stereoselective information.
Conventional stereoselective techniques,
such as chiral chromatography and NMR,
require skilled operators and/or frequent
human interventions, which makes these
techniques not practical for automated inprocess monitoring.

MRR ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
This example demonstrates that MRR can
completely fulfill the in-process reaction
monitoring requirements for Ru/C catalyzed
stereoselective hydrogenation of artemisinic
acid (AA) to dihydroartemisinic acid (DHAA).
Specifically, MRR can resolve and quantify
not only the starting material (AA) and
product (DHAA) but also both side-products
such as DHAA’s epimer and the
tetrahydroartemisinic acid (THAA,
overreduction byproduct) directly, without
chemical separation or chemometrics.

Molecular Rotational Resonance (MRR)
spectroscopy combines stereoselectivity and
online capability with ease of use and
reliability of quantitative results. MRR spectral
features are numerous, extremely sharp, and
precisely reflect molecular geometry.¹ As
such, MRR enables monitoring of chiral and
achiral crude reaction mixture constituents
directly, and with unprecedented chemical
specificity.² As a result of its performance
metrics, MRR can likely become a valuable
tool for developing next-generation quality

MRR Selectivity
Figure 1 compares MRR² and Raman³
spectra of the DHAA synthesis crude reaction
mixtures. Even though Raman can monitor
the reaction progress, this technique cannot
resolve the side-products (DHAA’s epimer
and THAA) to fully characterize the reaction.
In contrast, MRR enables direct interference-

Figure 1. Left Panel. Broadband MRR spectra of individual reaction species extracted from the DHAA crude reaction mixture
spectrum (black) without any use of reference standards or chemometrics.2 As evident, MRR can analyze starting material
(AA), product (DHAA, product’s epimer, and the overreduction byproduct (THAA) directly. Right Panel. Raman spectra of crude
DHAA reaction mixtures.3 Raman can monitor reaction progress but not the side-products.
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Figure 2 Left Panel: Picture of isoMRR instrument capable of online and at-line quantitative analysis of impurities
in complex chemical mixtures including regioismers, diastereomers, enantiomers, dehalogenation species,
isotopologues, and isotopomers. Central Panel: Targeted MRR peaks of four constituents of DHAA crude
reaction mixture measured ‘as is’ (8 seconds per analyte). Right Panel: Online MRR reaction monitoring results.2
Please see text for detail.

free quantitation of all four crude reaction
mixture constituents including starting
material, product, and both side-products.

analyte and takes only about 15 minutes, 1HNMR required a much larger sample and
about 4 hours of labor to complete. In
addition, due to a lack of characteristicallyshifted proton for THAA, it was not possible
to determine its concentration with 1H-NMR
directly. THAA analysis using HPLC with UV
detector was also challenging due to THAA’s
saturated nature (data not shown).² In
summary, MRR was not only the fastest and
most convenient method utilized in this work
but also the only method that was capable of
quantifying all the reaction constituents
directly.

In-Process MRR Measurements.
Online and at-line stereoselective chemical
reaction monitoring can be performed using
an isoMRRTM instrument (Figure 2, left
panel). This instrument measures narrowband rotational spectra around pre-selected
MRR transitions (Figure 2, central panel) to
achieve automated operation and fast
sample-to-sample cycle time (approximately
15 minutes). The targeted MRR frequencies
for each analyte can be chosen either by
using the BrightSpec spectral library, or by
measuring the broadband spectra of pure
components, or by extracting the spectra of
pure components directly from a crude
reaction mixture spectrum using the method
demonstrated by Neill et al.²

REFERENCES
1. G.B. Park and R.W. Field, “Perspective: The first
ten years of broadband chirped pulse Fourier
transform microwave spectroscopy”, J. Chem. Phys.,
2016, 144, 200901.
2. J.L. Neill et al., “Online Stereochemical Process
Monitoring by Molecular Rotational Resonance
Spectroscopy”, Org. Process Res. Dev., 2019, 23 (5),
pp. 1046-1051.

Figure 2 (right panel) shows DHAA synthesis
reaction monitoring results obtained by online
MRR. Concertation changes between the
reaction constituents were deliberately
initiated by changing the conditions in the
reactor. MRR results are consistent with both
these changes and offline 1H-NMR data.²

3. M.P. Feth et al. “Pilot Plant PAT Approach for the
Diastereoselective Diimide Reduction of Artemisinic
Acid”, Org. Process Res. Dev., 2013, 17 (2), pp. 282293.

In contrast to fully automated MRR analysis
that requires only about 0.1 to 1 mg of
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and four stereoisomers of an undesired
overreduction byproduct.
ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
The customer’s need was to identify and
quantitate the individual components present
in the crude reaction mixture including their
individual stereoisomers.

We provide an example of a real chemical
mixture analysis and explain how MRR was
able to ID and quantitate all individual
species in a crude reaction mixture without
chemical separation, without use of
chemometrics, and without reference
standards of pure individual chemicals.

Identification of a Crude Mixture Individual
Components without Reference Standards.
None of the pure individual constituents nor
their corresponding reference standard
spectra were available for MRR analysis. Due
to a direct and unequivocal relationship
between MRR spectral features and 3Dstructural parameters of molecules, it was
possible to easily calculate accurate
theoretical MRR spectra for seven molecular
candidates from the list, and then use them
instead of measured references.

Crude Reaction Mixture Sample. A crude
reaction mixture sample of an antimalarial
drug was taken by a customer directly from a
continuous synthesis reactor (followed by
solvent removal) and submitted to BrightSpec
‘as is’. As described by the customer, at least
seven components could be present in the
provided crude reaction mixture sample:
unreacted reagent (one stereoisomer),
product (desired diastereomer), the undesired
product’s epimer (undesired diastereomer),

Figure 2 shows a measured broadband MRR
spectrum of the antimalarial drug crude

Figure 2. Decomposition of the antimalarial drug crude reaction mixture broadband MRR spectrum into its
individual components without chemical separation, chemometrics, and/or use of reference standards. Bottom
plot shows the broadband MRR spectra (full range). The inset (top plot) shows a zoomed portion of the MRR
spectra to directly demonstrate that the spectrum of every component is highly resolved and unique with little or
no overlap between the spectral features of the individual components. Please see text for detail.
Spectra legends (from Top to Bottom). Black: Measured MRR spectrum of the crude reaction mixture sample ‘as
is’. Blue: Extracted spectrum of the desired product. Green: Extracted spectrum of the undesired product’s
epimer (unwanted diastereomer). Red: Extracted spectrum of the unwanted overreduction byproduct. Brown:
Extracted spectrum of the unreacted reagent.
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reaction mixture (top spectrum, black).
BrightSpec’s analysis identified that the crude
reaction mixture is dominated by only four
(out of at least seven possible) major
constituents: a) The desired product (blue); b)
the undesired product’s epimer (green); c)
One of four stereoisomers of the undesired
overreduction byproduct (red); and d)
Unreacted reagent (brown). It should be
noted that MRR showed no evidence of
either of three remaining stereoisomers of the
overreduction product, nor of any other
detectable species.

Table 1. Quantitation of individual
components in the antimalarial drug crude
reaction mixture

The extracted MRR spectra of the individual
reaction constituents were added to
BrightSpec’s reference library. These spectra
can then be used to enable automated ID of
the reaction mixture components using a
conventional spectral library match approach,
and/or online process control applications.

Once the initial method development using a
broadband mode is completed (Figure 2
example), the ChiralMRR instrument can be
run in online-capable targeted mode, with
measurement times of seconds to minutes.
Figure 3A shows BrightSpec EDGAR
software interface developed for continuous
monitoring. This interface enables an analyte
peak(s) selection and a relevant control plot(s)
generation.

DETECTED
COMPONENT

MEASURED
PERCENTAGE

Product

56.5%

Unwanted Epimer of a Product

9.1%

Unwanted Overreduction by product

19.8%

Unreacted Reagent

14.6%

IMPLICATIONS FOR ONLINE CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS

Quantitation of Individual Components in
a Crude Reaction Mixture without
Reference Standards.

Figures 3B and 3C directly compare online
MRR and offline NMR data. MRR data points
were recorded at the same times as NMR
samples were taken out of the continuous
pharmaceutical reactor. Conditions in the
reactor were deliberately altered between
measurements to produce changes in
composition.

Measured MRR band intensities are directly
proportional to concentrations. Thus, once
individual components of a chemical mixture
are identified, the relative spectral band
intensities of individual chemical mixture
components can be directly related to their
relative concentrations in the mixture.
Table 1 shows the percentages for all of four
major components detected in the
antimalarial drug crude reaction mixture
sample. As expected, we found that the
mixture is dominated by a desired product at
~56.5% level. We also found that the crude
reaction mixture contains ~14.6% of the
unreacted reagent, as well as about 28.9% of
undesired products or byproducts: ~19.8%
of the overreduction byproduct, and ~9.1%
of the undesired product’s epimer. 3Dstructures and concentrations of all detected
species were reported to the customer to
enable further process improvements.

Relative concentrations of the reaction
mixture species, determined by MRR and
NMR, are in good agreement and consistent
with the condition changes in the reactor.
However, in contrast to MRR, the
conventional NMR was not able to monitor
the overreduction byproduct in this mixture.
Conventional HPLC was also not able to
adequately detect this overreduction product.
Thus, MRR is a powerful alternative to
conventional analytical techniques such as
NMR, GC, HPLC and LC-MS that are
typically utilized to characterize individual
species in reaction mixtures. In addition to
MRR’s sensitivity to even subtle changes in
molecular structure, the MRR measurements
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Figure 3. Online monitoring of crude reaction mixture using BrightSpec’s ChiralMRR instrument. A) Screenshot
of Brightspec’s EDGAR software interface for continuous monitoring applications. Relevant control plots can be
generated for selected analytes. B) and C) Comparison of online MRR and offline NMR data (please see text for
detail). MRR is capable of direct monitoring of all crude reaction species, whereas conventional NMR cannot
directly monitor the overreduction byproduct (red timeseries).
* MRR data was offset to correct for differences in analyte vapor pressures.

are fast and simple, and both online and
offline analysis options are readily available.
In contrast to MRR, conventional analytical
techniques are typically used offline, and it
may take hours or even days to complete the
analysis that can be accomplished by MRR in
minutes.

analytes, MRR offers a simple and direct
alternative to unequivocally ID and quantitate
the individual chemical mixture constituents
even if their corresponding reference
standards and/or spectra are not available.
Further, no chemical separation or
chemometrics is required for analysis.

SUMMARY
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Broadband MRR Spectrometer
From unknown structural elucidation to comprehensive
sample profiling, BrightSpec’s broadband MRR is the
complete tool for untargeted analysis. With unmatched
resolution and sensitivity, a single measurement will
characterize all the polar compounds in a sample.

Broadband MRR
Structural Elucidation and Research
Typical
Applications

Structural Elucidation
Enantiomeric Excess
Quantitative Mixture Analysis

Frequency Range

2– 8 GHz, 6–18 GHz

Analyte Range

50– 500 amu

Analysis Time

60 minutes

Sample Type

Solids, Liquids and Gases

Sample Amount

1–10 mg (typical)

*Specifications are sample dependent

Broadband Analysis Suite
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isoMRR Spectrometer
Generate results within minutes with the isoMRR. The
extreme resolution and unique sensitivity revolutionizes
application areas that have “plagued” researchers for
decades. Now, a single instrument that can be used to
perform analyses on a wide range of chemical systems.

isoMRR
Routine and Targeted Analysis
Typical
Applications

Isomeric Impurity Quantification
Enantiomeric Excess
Continuous Process Monitoring

Frequency Range

6–18 GHz

Analyte Range

50– 500 amu

Analysis Time

0.1–10 minutes

Sample Type

Solids, Liquids and Gases

Sample Amount

0.1–1 mg (typical)

*Specifications are sample dependent

Advanced software provides EE
results in minutes
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Breakthrough Molecular ID
BrightSpec Lab Services
Tap in to the power of MRR to solve your toughest problems with the help of
BrightSpec lab services.
BrightSpec offers the complete range of services, from turnkey analysis of your
samples to analytical support that enables you to get the most out of your own
instrument. Our lab services can be ordered for a single project, or a program
can be set up to handle a recurring flow of samples. Regardless of your needs,
BrightSpec can get you the insights you seek.
To request services, visit http://brightspec.com/solutions/.
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